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In the exhibition "Uncommon Realities", we are confronted 

with various factors which include sulptures, paintings, 

lighting and a performance. How do these factors relate 

to each other and hoia does that combination effect us as 

viewers? What is the intent behind the installation? 

Before I respond to these questions want to explain where 

I am coming from as an artist and hoW I got to this point of 

combining a performance with an installation of art objects. 

I come from a background of solving *isual problems in a 

formal sense 7 that is my training. But what is becoming 

more important to me is getting the aspirations I have 

inside of me, outside. I am unable to do this using only a 

conscious approach because the aspirations themselves are 

difficult to analyse and dissect. Hawever, one can discover 

methods to reveal these inner feelings by using an intuitive 

approach. 

When I chose to deall with diverse and scattered projects as 

a graduate student, it was because wanted to determine, 

in part, what was inside me. I expeimented with different 

materials and notions. I painted styrofoam and wrote poetry 

and songs. I cast w x and bronze and aluminum, painted 

canvas and paper and wood, carved stone and I traveled to 

Norway. I composed and recorded the soundtrack for a video 

and wrote and performed the music for a fringe play. I 

constructed metal and wood reliefs and got excited about the 

potential of landscaping with sculpttlral elements. 

This exhibition is an outgrowth of all of these experiences 

and projects. It tries to reach an unchartered corner of my 

world. 
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To consolidate the various factors involved in this exhibi-

tion, first look at the installation. There is a tranquil 

mood established with low lighting an 

candelabra among the rest of the piec 

d by the placement of 

es. We see a juxto-

position of modern technology (farm implement parts) with 

motifs that have an ancient quality tlo them (shields, stone 

sentinels and fire). This juxtopositjion can refer to the 

passing of time. 

References to time also occur in the 'words of the songs and 

poems and within the performance. its611f. At the beginning 

of the performance there are no words, and there is very little 

light. Gradually the element of lighlt is increased and words 

are "created", for example in the song "Maunder". There is 

an "awakening" in a symbolic sense as the performance prog-

resses and words start to take shape 

My intent with the installation is td place the audience in 

a receptive mood by using candle light. There is a primeval 

quality to candle light; this intrinsic advantage may help 

to unify our perception of the exhibition. 

My intent with the performance is to !create an uncommon 

reality where our perception of time !and space is altered. 

Various factors can trigger this alteration. To begin with, 

the large painting in.the exhibition "Through the Passage 

to the Other Side" acts as a window. We are looking through 

to the outside where we are confronted with a creature look-

ing in at us. This can create another dimension which helps 

to shift us into a different feeling Ifor time and space. 

The music performed during this, exhibition gives a different 

quality to the installation. Together with the words and 

the lighting, the music creates an atmosphere which may 

alter our normal perception of time and space. 
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We have all experienced this shift of time and space, 

call it an uncommon reality. It is 4 strange feeling in 

which something in us completely disMisses the usual 

connection between time and space an we become immersed 

in the experience we are involved in. This experience 

could be deja vu. It could be the effect of a drug, or when 

we know that we will hear from someone we have not seen for 

some time. It could be the impact that art or music may 

have upon us. 

What happens is this: something within us bends time. For 

example, we may become attracted to d'etails, become aware of 

how they interlock and a time/space Shift may occur. This 

notion of an uncommon reality is sh(*n when Gulley Jimson is 

talking to Coker in Joyce Cary's The Horse's Mouth: 

I'll show you how to look at a picture Cokey. Don't 

look at it. Feel it with your eyeHand first you feel 

the shapes in the flat - the patterns like a carpet... 

and then you feel it in the round...not as if it were a 

picture of anyone,‘"But a colored, raised map. You feel 

all the rounds, the smooths, the sharp edges, the cools 

and the warms. The colors and the textures. There's 

hundreds of little differences all fitting in together... 

If we as an audience can experience this method of viewing, 

it can increase our appreciation of art. In this exhibition, 

I chose to combine a performance with an installaion to 

create an ambience where this method of viewing can occur, 

where it is important only to feel, to listen and experience, 

to pause and acknowledge an evocation. 
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INFLUENCES

The strongest influences on me have come from local artists because I 

could see what they were doing - not just in terms of their artistic 

processes but in their methodologies as well. 

As examples, I think of the stubborn insistence of Bill Epp that we 

start carving stone in Saskatoon; the determination of a group of 

sculptors to form the Prairie Sculptor's Association and instigate 

International Sculpture Symposia; the dedication to their work by 

artists such as Don Foulds, Alicia Popoff and Doug Hunter; the 

inventiveness of people like Brad Smith and Grant Kernan. This list 

is not inclusive and what can be said about one artist can be applied 

to other artists. 

So I have to thank the art community in Saskatoon for my primary growth 

and development as an artist. 

Outside influences from visual artists come from a diverse group as well. 

A selected list includes Kandinsky for his colour, Hepworth for her 

sensitivity, Klee for his sense of pictorial organization, Miro for being 

the most surreal, Nevelson for her installation works, Picasso for his 

explorations into space and Ernst for his imagery and substance. 

For my musical influences I listened to Jimmy Rogers for his ability to 

say so clearly what was inside of him, Bob Dylan for his boldness and. 

Leonard Cohen for his poetry. I started with these people and went right 

through to John Cage with Thelonius Sphere Monk right there in the 

middle surrounded by Lou Reed, Joan Baez and Neil Young, with Woody 

Guthrie hovering above and Ella making my foot move. 

The most subtle influence though is due to my rural upbringing where I 

had the good fortune to experience nature and where I listened to the sky. 
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MAUNDER 

Khanee Raunde 

Khanee Raunde 

1. Stakra eldor 

Keplor eldor 

Stakra eldor 

Keplor eldor 

Kra elt-me al er 

Beklor eldor yaldergli 

Lista gomay 

Ilka lista ke for eldordi 

• 

• 

Khanee Raund 

2. Kawnya walde 

Lista gomay-ni 

Kawnya walde 

Lista gomay 

Kre lef-to malter 

Eka-beki eldorlanybri 

Kuta wedlo 

Stalafilta keplor eldordi 

Khanee Raunder 

Khanee Raunder 

1992 Leslie Potter 
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NO MUD IN SPACE 

1. I am lost 

Call me Hyper-Space 

Out from Nowhere 

Feeling strange 

That's why I decided 

To be gone 

In the clearing 

Just before 

The dawn 

2. Have you heard 

That angel thing 

Everyone 

Comes back again 

Can't you feel them 

Just inside your mind 

Just inside your mind 

But 

Back 

In time 

3. No caboose's 

On this train 

NO one can say 

Jtst who's to blame 

Engine driver 

Sitting all alone 

Pretty soon he'll 

Get to be 

Back home 

4. I am lost 

There's no mud in space 

Must be something 

Else to taste 

That's why I decided 

To be gone 

In the clearing 

Just before 

Just before 

Just before the dawn 

Ch. Everytime I catch them with my eyes 

Something scams to stir me up inside 

Could it be the world's about to die 

I don't think it matters 

Anyway 

1992 Leslie Potter 



TAKMAN'S PENCHANT 

Takman held his breath 

One more time 

Everytime just one more time 

He told himself that he would get it right 

Inside was sort of rolling 

dccp within his skin`

reckless order spinning larger all the time. 

He exhaled. 

Could it be that seven hours traveled in his mind 

Wait 

Wait. One more time 

Takman closed his eyes. 

Click. 

His hand looked foreign 

sane subtle change 

had made it strange 

He felt a lazy panic rising from his feet 

It came towards him like a river 

looking for a place to land 

then turned in upon itself 

one more time 

Like a little fire in the sun. 

All the questions ever asked were stuck inside his head 

If -he could only ride this moment 

he would be all right 

If he could only level out 

the teeming notions in his head 

and have a minute 

just one minute 

for himself 

then he would be all right. 
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He closed his eyes again._ 

A fullness burst a cool heat 

when time was gone 

The shiver of disease surrounded him. 

A shaman 

covered Takman's body 

With a softness from her eyes 

and left a soothing kind of hollow at his rcnr. 

A warrior made a sound 

that filled the voids in Takman's world 

He couldn't see him 

not quite feel him 

He could only feel the sound 

It married with the ones around him 

and became a sonance 

that had never been before 

Crashing through his head it took his breath away 

And then... 

Click. 

Flushed and sweating through his eyes 

he saw his head 

saw through his head 

behind his head 

He spun around and felt a pain so hot it made him stumble. 

Then he heard the sound again 

The sound from everywhere 

TAKMNN 

panting and alive inside his chest 

TAKMNNNN 

crushed and bleeding from his ears. 
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He shook his head 

to shake the sound 

he could not sec. 

Again the panic 

rising higher moving faster 

If he could only touch someone he knew 

some thing he knew. 

Nothing 

Whirling 

A blur 

No more nothing just a blur 

Panic and a blur 

Stiffness and a blur. 

Just then he felt an overjoy 

the squandered moment had been spent 

the blur was slashed 

A bit of green infused itself inside the slash 

and Takman thought that he could see 

the shaman warrior. 

Struggling through a desert burning 

Chased by sand and wind and sun 

Finding water 

so much water 

but no mouths to put it in. 

He remembered all his nightmares falling 

Falling 

falling. 
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If he could only feel his breathing 

find his hands he'd be okay 

But he couldn't find his breathing 

and his hands were not around 

So Takman screamed. 

His scream existed by itself 

amid an endless stream of thoughts 

It came before things 

It was a life-force that followed its own bent 

It did not falter 

It reached out 

into the far away 

and to the here 

to stay. 

It made a tear in Takman's eye 

that settled down 

into his mouth 

and broke itself 

And made no sound. 

END 

E 1992 Leslie Potter 



MAKITO 

Oo Bushiti 

Oo Bushiti-ti 

Makito's rising 

Makito rise 

1. Out where the crass is growing I see 

Colours that will blind you make you find 

All the ones you've lost before before you 

All The times you've hidden in your mind 

Beyond the desert there are oceans 

That's where Makito's going to rise 

Makito's man woman god child (When the sun shines on Makito) 

Makito's from the other side-(It will shine on Bushiti) 

Look at the sky 

Look at the sky-y 

Makito's rising 

Makito rise 

2. Bushiti will greet Makito 

That is how this dream begins 

Winter Stillness on the outside 

Being there to let you in 

Could be running on the water 

Where the moon fills up the night 

When it shines down on Makito 

It will shine on Bushiti 

Please take me there 

Please take me there 

Feels like the sunshine 

Has dancers in my hair 

Feels like the sunshine 

Has dancers in my hair 

(Repeat 1) 

@ 1992 Leslie Potter 



LESLIE POTTER 

MASTER OF FINE ARTS EXHIBITION 

LIST OF WORKS 
(Clockwise, then seven central works) 

Please have a copy of this list with you while viewing the show as 
there are no wall labels, only numbers to help orient the viewer. 

1 "Let the Sun Shine In" 1990 (painting) 
Acrylic/collage 
95.3 x 126.4 cm $ 895 

2. "Recognition II" 1990 
Mixed media construction 
127.0 x 70.0 x 48.0 cm $ 295 

3. "Before" 1988/90 
Welded steel 
81.0 x 42.0 x 13.5 d. cm $ 825 

(SELECTED: UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN-PERMANENT COLLECTION) 
4. "Candelabrum Two" 1992 

Brazed steel 
42.5 dia. x 19.0 cm $ 225 

5. "Cat and Mouse" 1993 
Mixed media/construction 
58.4 x 189.2 x 19.1 d. cm $ 895 

6 "Candelabrum Twelve" 1992 
Welded steel 
82.6 x 113.0 x 5.1 d. cm $ 225 

7. "Through the Passage 
on the Other Side" 1990 

Acrylic/collage 
179.0 x 231.0 cm $1750 

8. "Sun Disc" 1992 
Polychromed steel 
50.1 dia. x 5.1 d. cm 275 

9. Untitled 1992 
Monochromed steel/brass 
9.0 dia x 19.5 cm $ 175 
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10. Untitled 1992 
Brazed steel/brass 
11.0 dia. x 22 cm $ 195 

11. "A Disc" 1992 
Polychromed steel 
41.0 dia. x 3.0 d. cm $ 225 

12. "Reformation" 1992 
Polychromed steel/brass/copper 
85.1 x 39.4 x 20.3 d. cm $ 825 

13. "Peacemonger II" 1990 
Welded steel 
127.0 x 70.0 x 48.0 h. cm $1100 

14. "Mantracandle" 1993 
Polychromed steel/brass 
49.5 dia. x 12.7 d. cm $ 325 

15. "Peacemonger I" 1990 
Welded steel 
126.0 x 74.0 x 48.0 h. cm $1100 

16. "Tribute to the Visions of don Juan: 
The Elders Speak Out About Peace" 
Photograph of the work - 1992 
106.0 x 222.3 cm $ 225 

17. "Candelabrum One" 1992 
Brazed steel/brass/copper 
42.5 dia. x 16.0 d. cm $ 225 

18. "Visionaries" 
Photograph of the work 1992 
34.9 x 86.4 cm $ 100 

19. "Spike Light" 1992 
Polychromed steel/bronze 
15.0 dia. x 34.5 cm $ 265 

20. "Open Dawn" 1991 
Welded steel/brass 
63.5 x 63.5 x 17.3 d. cm N.F.S 

21. "Spike II" 1992 
Polychromed steel 
15.0 dia. x 30.5 h. cm. $ 265 
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(Seven central works) 

22. "Ancient Fire" 1993 
Welded, brazed steel 
61.0 dia. x 45.7 h. cm 

23. "Sun Shield" 1992 
Steel/brass/copper 
53.3 dia. x 15.2 d. cm 

24. "Transmutation" 1989/90 
Mixed media construction 
41.9 x 29.2 x 9.5 d. cm 

25. "Candelabrum Four" 1992 
Brazed steel 
43.5 dia. x 25.5 cm 

26. "Recognition I" 1990 
Mixed media construction 
45.0 x 21.0 x 8.3 d. cm 

27. "Candleshield" 1993 
Steel/brass/copper 
52.1 dia. x 15.2 d. cm 

28. "Modern Fire" 1992 
Brazed steel 
64.8 dia. x 25.4 h. cm 

$ 825 

$ 275 

$ 295 

$ 250 

$ 295 

$ 325 

$ 695 

(Photo Credit: Work # 16 and #18 - GRANT KERNAN) 

Purchase inquiries, please contact ARTWORKS gallery, 652-4045 

THANK YOU FOR COMING 



PERFORMANCE PROGRAMME 

1. "When Strangers Meet" 

2. "Demons or Monsters" (tape) 

3. "Maunder" 

4. "No Mud In Space" 

5. "Takman" 

guitar, Leslie Potter 

voice, Danielle Brett (reading 

from Joseph Campbell's 'Trans-

formations of Myth Through Time'. 

cello, Jonah Popoff 

guitar, Leslie Potter 

autoharp & vocals, Leslie Potter 

vocals, Danielle Brett 

guitar & vocals, Leslie Potter 

voice, Danielle Brett 

percussion, Wilf Tucker 

6. "Makito" guitar & vocals, Leslie Potter 

vocals, Danielle Brett 

guitar, Mischa Popoff 

percussion, Wilf Tucker 

PROGRAMME NOTES 

The songs were written and composed by Leslie Potter, with the 

exception of "Demons or Monsters" which was a collaboration by 

Jonah Popoff, Danielle Brett and Leslie Potter. 

Technical Assistants are Alicia Popoff, Danielle Brett and Jenny 

English. 
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